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This is Balla Community Resource Centre.



The address for Balla Community Resource Centre is:
 The Square, Balla, Co. Mayo.

The Eircode for the Centre is F23 A303 
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I can enter the Balla Community Resource
Centre through the front door.
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If the door is closed, I can open it and walk
inside.
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If the door is open I can walk inside.
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I can look at the schedule of events on the window if I want
to know what events are happening in the Centre.
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I can close the door after I have walked inside the
Community Centre.
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The Reception office is on the left hand side when I walk in
the front door. I can ask the Receptionist who works in this

office for information about the Centre if I would like to.
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The Front Room is on the right hand side when I walk in the door.
Activities and events take place here. I can check the schedule

to see what events are scheduled to happen in this room. 
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If I need to use the toilet, there are two bathrooms on the
ground floor. There are visual supports on the doors to help

me choose the correct bathroom.



When I walk inside the front door of the Community Centre, I will
see the doors to the main hall in front of me. I can open the door

to the main hall if I would like to, and walk inside.
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I will see a stage at the end of the hall. Sometimes there are
performances in the main hall and these will take place on the

stage.
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At the bottom of the hall on the right hand side, I will see a door
that has a visual support with the words “Kitchen”. The Kitchen

area is for authorised staff of the Community Centre only.



I can go upstairs in the Community Centre if I would
like to. There are stairs on the left hand side as I walk in
the front door. I can use these steps to walk upstairs.



At the top of the stairs on the left hand side there are
two bathrooms. I can use the visual supports on the

doors to help me choose the correct bathroom.



At the top of the stairs on the right hand side there is a
Quiet Space. If I would like some time to myself or to sit in a
quite area I can come up stairs and sit in the Quiet Space.  



Beside the Quiet Space there are doors in to another office area. If I
need to enter the office area, I can enter via the doors beside the

Quiet Space.



When I am finished visiting the Community Centre, I can exit
via the door downstairs near the Reception. 
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